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Summary 

The analysis found that 2.85% of all tweets sent to women MPs between 1 January and 8 June were 

identified as abusive amounting to a total of 25 688 abusive tweets out of 900 223 total tweets.  

The true positive rate, i.e. the tweets labelled as abusive by the model that are truly abusive, is 

around 64%. The remaining tweets are false positives, i.e. not truly abusive. This means that we 

expect the number of truly abusive tweets within the 25,688 tweets to be 16,440 (= 0.64 X 25,688 ).  

However, a large number of abusive tweets are not captured by the model. Only about 44% of truly 

abusive tweets are detected and the rest are false negatives, i.e. tweets not labelled as abusive but 

are truly abusive. This means that our estimate of the actual number of abusive tweets out of the 

900 223 total number of tweets is around 37 364 truly abusive tweets (= 16,440 / 0.44)). For the 

purpose of this publication, we have used the 25,688 figure. 
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Note from the Author 

A simple sentiment analyser was developed for this project. All results and key findings are based 

on this algorithm (= the simple sentiment analyser). There are errors in the results. There are some 

tweets that should be classified as abusive when they are not - and vice versa - abusive tweets 

which are not classified as abusive. The results can improve with further work and experimentation. 
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The algorithm used in this analysis has laid the groundwork for detecting online abuse on Twitter 

and provides the best performance it can within the limited scope and resources of the project. 

Overview 

The assignment consisted of applying a robust analysis to the data set for an Amnesty International 

publication on twitter abuse against women MPs in the UK. 

1. Assignment 

● Develop a Sentiment Analyser trained on data labelled as abusive or not abusive and use 

this to label whether tweets from the data set provided are abusive or not abusive 

● Apply Sentiment Analysis to the data set and use an enhanced keywords list categorized 

into sexist, racist, violent abuse 

● Network analysis of perpetrators 

● Meta data analysis to understand which women MPs are most likely to be targeted with 

online abuse 

2. Key Questions answered: 

a. How much abuse do women MPs receive online? 

b. How much online abuse do women MPs receive per category (general, violent, 

sexist, racist)? 

c. How much abuse women MPs receive based on ethnicity? 

d. How much online abuse do women MPs received based on party affiliation? 

e. What are some specific insights into the scale of abuse against Diane Abbott? 

f. Are there peaks dates of when MPs receive online abuse? 

g. How many perpetrators send abusive tweets within the data set? 

h. What is the volume of abusive tweets per perpetrator? 

Findings 

1. How much abuse do women MPs receive online? 
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Women MPs received 25688 abusive tweets from Jan 1st until Jun 8th 2017.  

 

month No. of abusive 
tweets 

% of abusive 
tweets 

Total number of 
tweets 

Total number of 
tweets 
(+duplicates) 

Jan 4101 2,53% 161678 489671 

Feb 5411 2,97% 181745 502336 

Mar 3916 2,45% 159760 489784 

Apr 4478 2,68% 167079 505743 

May 6035 3,09% 195268 5573376 

Jun 1747 5,03% 34693 84437 

Total 25688 2,85% 900223, ~0.9M 2629347 

 

Below includes a list of the Top 5 women MPs who received the most abuse online - during the 

entire period of analysis (1 Jan – 8 June, 2017) and during the 6-week period in the run up to the 

Snap Election (18 April – 8 June) ( 

  # abusive tweets % abusive tweets MP’s Twitter handle 

Whole Period     

1 8121 31,61% @HackneyAbbott 

2 1025 3,9% @joannaccherry 

3 1023 3,9% @EmilyThornberry 

4 1002 3,9% @jessphillips 

5 875 3,4% @Anna_Soubry 

6-weeks     
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before 

 1 4512 45,14% @HackneyAbbott 

 2 458 4,58% @EmilyThornberry 

 3 368 3,68% @joanaccherry 

 4 347 3,47% @AmberRuddHR 

 5 303 3,03% @AngelaRayner 

 

2. How much online abuse do women MPs receive per category (general, violent, sexist, 

racist)? 

Despite creating an extensive list of key words (e.g. sexist, racist or violent abuse) we were unable to 

compile reliable statistics of categorized online abuse.   It is estimated that only 34% of what was 

labelled as abusive with the keywords list was correctly classified. Therefore any findings based on 

keywords in the data set are deemed unreliable at this stage of the investigative work.  

 

3. How much abuse did women MPs receive based on ethnicity? 

The metadata identified women MPs as either white, black or Asian.  
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Here is how much abuse a woman MP receives per day based on race showing total results and 

results excluding Diane Abbott): 
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Here are the numbers that were used to compile this chart (normalized by dividing from 159 days): 

 

 No. of abusive tweets No. of abusive tweets per 
woman MP 

No. of abusive tweets per 
woman MP per day 

 Total: with 
Diane 
Abbott 

Total: 
without 
Diane 
Abbott 

Per woman: 
with Abbott 

Per woman: 
without 
Abbott 

Per day: 
with Diane 
Abbott 

Per day: 
without 
Diane 
Abbott 

White 14932 14932 92 92 0.59 0.59 

Asian 2117 2117 132 132 0.83 0.83 

Black 8345 244 2781 81 13.12 0.51 
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4. How much online abuse did women MPs receive based on party affiliation? 

This is the distribution of parties in the metadata of women MPs: 

 

Here is how party affiliation plays in online abuse: 
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Below is the table that generates the plot above: 

 

 No. of abusive tweets 

 total Per party member Per party member per 
day 

Labour 17536 203 0.014 

Conservative 3378 52 0.005 

Scottish National Party 2657 132 0.41 

Other 0 0 0 

 

= 
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5. What are some specific insights into the scale of abuse against Diane Abbott 

Five percent of all tweets mentioning Diane Abbott, @HackneyAbbott, are classified as abusive 

(8121 out of 140057): 

 
6. Is it possible to find peaks and dates of this abuse? 

Looking specifically at the abusive tweets received by Diane Abbott, there is a big peak in abuse 

during week 18 of 2017. Below is the distribution of abusive tweets sent to Diane Abbott per each 
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week of the analysis.  

 
7. How many perpetrators sent abusive tweets in our study? 

 

# perpetrators % perpetrators authors 

16707 4,7% 354661 
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8. What is the volume of abusive tweets per perpetrator? 

Here is the volume of abusive tweets for the Top 5 perpetrators 

Top 5 Personal account? City Removed by 
@TweeterSafety 

No. of abusive 
tweets posted 
Jan-Jun 2017 

1 yes Croydon, England  236 

2 yes ? YES 66 

3 yes Tokyo, Japan  63 

 4 no England  59 

 5 yes Wolverhampton, 
England 

 55 

 

Here is how many tweets on average each perpetrator posts a day: 
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1 1.48 

2 0.41 

3 0.39 

4 0.37 

5 0.34 

 

Data 

1. Training  

The training data used for the sentiment analyser is from 2012 Kaggle’s challenge: Detecting Abuse 

in Social Online Commentary. The training set consists of 6126 labelled comments. The labels are 0 

(abusive) or 1 (not abusive). The training set’s vocabulary is restricted as it consists of 11706 English 

words and their variations (some of which include examples such as f**k). 

https://www.kaggle.com/c/detecting-insults-in-social-commentary
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2. Training (with labelled data) 

Amnesty International labelled a statistically relevant sample of 5606 tweets as either: non-abusive 

(0), borderline non-abusive (1), borderline abusive (2) and abusive (3) to decrease the rate of false 

positives in the analysis: 

 

 abusive Borderline 
abusive 

Borderline non-
abusive 

non-abusive 

No. tweets 4 cat. 739 822 947 2965 

No. tweets 2 cat. 1561 4033 

 

Evaluation of training: 

The evaluation of the trained sentiment analyser was performed using the Leave One Out 

technique (LOO). LOO trains 5606 models and leaves 1 simple labelled example from the data to 

test each model. The precision (TP / TP + FP), recall (TP / TP + FN), TP (true positive), FP (false 

positive), and FN (false negative) are calculated comparing the predicted label of the left-out 

example with its true one.  
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Here is how to read the plot above: 

 

Non Abuse TN FP 

Abuse FN TP 

 Not Abuse Abuse 

What we aimed for is low precision, or, having as few as possible false positives (non-abusive 

tweets, which are classified as abusive). The precision of the model trained is (686/686+380) = 

~64%. 

3. Tweets 

The data set for this study was obtained in June 2017 via Crimson Hexagon — a social listening 

tool — that limits access to a maximum of 10,000 tweets per day. If the number of tweets per day 

exceeds 10,000 the tool only provides a random sample of the total tweets. In addition, because 
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historical data was used for our analysis, tweets that have been deleted or tweets from accounts 

that have been suspended or disabled are not included in the data set. This means that any tweets 

or accounts reported to Twitter and subsequently deleted or removed from the platform are not 

included in our data set — which may affect the number of abusive tweets found. 

The twitter data consisted of 575 .csv files with tweet publication dates spanning from 1 January to 

8 June 2017. 

All data has been aggregated and accounts for ~ 2.6M tweets. 

However, the data set consisted of a significant number of duplicated tweets, which were removed. 

Therefore, the total number of unique tweets for processing is ~ 0.9M. 

4. Meta Data of Women MPs  

Twitter accounts from 177 women MPs in the UK are included in the data. The metadata includes: 

twitter handle, party affiliation, ethnicity and age. The information provided was not complete 

enough to perform an analysis based on religion. Online abuse based on an age analysis has also 

not been performed. 

Methodology 

5. Naive Bayes for Sentiment Analysis 

The algorithm used to train the sentiment analyser is Naive Bayes. More information on how to train 

Naïve Bayes for a sentiment analysis can be found here: https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/slp3/6.pdf 

 

6. Keywords 

The keyword lists were used to boost the performance of Naive Bayes. There were 4 

keyword list used in this project: general, violent, sexist and racist keywords. 

After evaluating how well using the keywords labels tweets as abusive we decided not to 

use keywords at this point  

https://web.stanford.edu/%7Ejurafsky/slp3/6.pdf
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The precision of the keyword-only algorithm is very low (~ 34%). This means that only 34% 

of all tweets classified as abusive are considered abusive (referring back to the sample of 

manually labelled tweets by Amnesty’s team). Below is the TP, TN, FP, FN matrix plot for 

keywords: 

 

After some experimentation, the lists were cleaned from phrases and most common words 

to reduce the number of False Positives. A certain number of single-word keywords were 

also removed from the lists such as: 

● Kill  

● Terrorist 

● Die 

● Ho 

● Stupid 

● Dead 

● Fat 

● Shot 
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● Gun 

● Death 

● Shooting 

● Bang 

● Gang 

● Hell 

This is due to the various contexts the key words may appear in outside of tweets containing abuse. 

7. Duplicates 

All duplicate tweets were removed from the data before collecting the statistics and preparing the 

analysis. 

8. PERSPECTIVE API 

Google Jigsaw’s PERSPECTIVE API which uses machine learning to spot abuse and harassment 
online was not used to collect the TOXICITY score for each tweet due to performance issues. It takes 

around 15 ms for each tweet to be processed and would therefore would take two days without 

interruption to label the toxicity of all 2.3M tweets. There was no such server capacity available at 

the time of the study. 

Future Work 

9. Training on n-grams 

The author would like to see Naive Bayes trained on n-grams. An n-gram is a sequence of n 

consecutive words in a sentence. Other machine learning algorithms such as deep learning 

could also be used to improve results.  

 

10. Labelling a Much Larger Twitter Dataset  

The most important asset to the future of this project is labelled twitter data. The labelled 

data can be commissioned to be carried out manually or, for example, with the help of 

Amnesty Decoders - a platform where tens of thousands of digital volunteers around the 

https://decoders.amnesty.org/
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world help our researchers sift through large databanks of pictures, documents and other 

information, using their computers or phones. 

11. NOT_ trick 

An important improvement when training a Naive Bayes for sentiment analysis is the NOT_ 

trick. Below is a brief explanation of the NOT trick. 

Take two sentences whose sentiments differ because of the presence of not: 

“I will kill for votes.” v.s.“I will not kill for votes.” 

It is very difficult for a Naive Bayes classifier to understand the difference between the 

sentiment of these examples . If we transform the sentences in the following way, it 

becomes extremely easy: 

“I will kill for votes.” v.s.“I will not NOT_kill NOT_for NOT_votes.” 

Then Naive Bayes learns easily that the imaginary word NOT_kill is evidence for a positive 

sentiment, or is seen in non-abusive tweets, opposed to kill. 

12. Variations of keywords  

Keyword list variations were generated throughout the project. An example of a keyword 

variation list can be found below. For example, the keyword suck has the following 

variations generated: 

- s*ck 

- s**k 

- s*** 

 Variations are important to consider for detected abuse as many Twitter users are creative 

with sharing abusive words to avoid filtering or censorship.  

 The extended keyword list with variations did not improve the performance of the algorithm. This 

requires further investigation as logically results should have been improved. Due to the restricted 

timeframe of the project, such an investigation could not be completed. 
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We are interested in hearing from others as we continue to advance our work using machine 

learning to detect online abuse against women. Please contact techrights@amnesty.org if you are 

interested in learning more about our methodology or would like to share ideas for future work on 

this issue.  
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